Love and Light in the mind for you,
Preaching nothing but the human values,
Love, Peace, Righteousness and Truth,
Got the four principle values for the youth,
Nah wait one more to add,
Non-violence in the hand to the bag,
All set out no need to dispute,
Sit back there absorb and just consume,
Got the Love for my brothers and sisters,
Strong as a boxing glove, no blisters,

LOVE, the strongest Value between man,
Unfolding like a master plan,
Implanted into Nature’s creations,
Now passing down to generations,
A Nature within us spreading for distances,
We are the witnesses,

Care for the plants and animals,
No hate for the body it’s not compatible,
Feeling of such is flammable,
It damages all, and ruins the soul, sucking up deeds like a black hole,
The Love that we have we must share it for all,
Deep dark feelings must be controlled,
For the value of Love is tenfold,
Peace, in the mind, in the heart, and the soul,
Reflections actions above all,
Dove in the sky, here it fly, say goodbye,
Spreading holy Peace in mankind’s eyes,
Non-violence be the result of peace,
Wars and conflicts should be deceased,
Feelings of Love should be released,
Or you’ll find yourself feeding the beast,

Righteousness, deep down in your consciousness,
Ask yourself if your right or wrong,
Uphold virtues morally sun in a song,
moral principles and honesty leading to integrity,
take that, with no ego, hate, greed, lust or even jealousy,
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EH,
Look from your head to your toes,
Eyes to your nose,
Arms to your legs,
Beyond your clothing thread,
What do you see? Tell me what you really see?
From your soul to your mind,
What do you see? Do you see what I see?
The five human values, five fruits, five principles of life,
Love, Peace, Righteousness, Truth, Non-violence
Eh,
It’s all an illusion, such confusion,
Life is simply a game, delusion,
But are you winning? Tell me are really winning?
Or are you spinning in a loop of sinning’s?
Your life is thinning, fix up if not make this the beginning,
Follow the five conducts for the rest of the time you have left living,

Truth, the basis which all relations lie,
Stack up the white lies and say goodbye,
Stay honest to yourself and others around you,
For if Karma comes you’ll also be lied to,
The value of Righteousness also deals with truth, who knew
Interconnecting values they deal with each other, like the 5 stars in a product review,

Non Violence, no need for any square ups,
Grow up, don’t be watching the world destruct,
Just love, make up, and reconstruct.
Wave the white flag and say, let’s repent and pray,
Repent and pray, repent and pray, repent and pray,
In order to step though the gateway,
We must come together and celebrate our human values day,
Love all, Serve all,
Help ever, Hurt never,
These are the words to abide by, be clever,
Many paths the goal is one,
The light as strong as the power of the sun,
Service to Man is service for all,
Good deeds reflect the values above,
Holding together the values of power,
Is the standing five petalled lotus flower,

Love through your heart, your mind and your actions,
Every living thing should receive your compassion,
Peace through the ground, the world, and your soul,
Natures stillness to be highly controlled,
Righteousness through your thoughts and movements,
Live your life as a noble human,
Truth in your speech, for the people, and yourself,
Keep those lies away, to be expelled,
Non-Violence through the body, and intellect,
Shape the value of peace within your architect,

These are values remember to keep them,
Able to mix with some science chem,
Protect, respect the light within,
Enhance the values already built in,
Selfless service for more good deeds,
Execute your love in small, small seeds.

When the people become good,
The world becomes good.

Peace Out.